
Modernism, Tradition and Modernity 
in Irish Fiction: James Joyce

J OYCE’S EARLY readers would preclude his identification with modernism by dwelling
on the author’s novelty, his modern style or on his modernity. His evaluation as a mod-
ernist, quite naturally, came later. When John Quinn speaks about Joyce’s “new style”

in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, he does it with a mind of exploring Joyce’s
“complete realism and great sincerity.”1 Several other reports on Joyce’s “modern”
writing would be culled from reviews and comments on Ulysses later on. These elabo-
rate on Joyce’s “strange modernity” as an unfamiliar and often unsettling reality depict-
ed in the 1922 novel:

Ulysses cannot be termed pornographic. One might as well label the Venus de Milo
indecent, and just as that piece of sculpture has been the urge to centuries of artists, so
Ulysses, with its strange modernity, will carry away young writers on its irrepressible tide.2

The “Irish comment” that established a connection between the writer and modern
painters, also reads the novel as a reflection of “all the strivings of the modern world,”3

thus alluding to the modernity of both form and content. This view of the “modern
world” is mirrored in the local modernity of Irish life, as the “Irish opinion” of 1923 leads
us to let us believe; this local “transportation” of modern meaning is essential in under-
standing this parallactic effect that Joycean fiction has on its readers. For the international
readers, it is the global significance of Ireland that is at stake; for its Irish audience, it
is the global imprint on the regional and the local that matters, Joyce being seen as a
product of Irish modern “times:” 

For us in Ireland Mr. Joyce’s significance lies in this, that he is the first man of literary
genius, expressing himself in perfect freedom, that Catholic Ireland has produced in mod-
ern times.4

In equating “modern” with “contemporary” in a temporal perspective, Stephen Gwynn
defines Joyce as “the outstanding figure” of “modern Irish literature.”5 Interestingly
enough, the “outstanding” position that Joyce is allotted could be read as both remark-
able within a referential system and outside it. It is precisely on this double-laden seman-
tic value of the word that Joyce’s modern(ism)/(ity) should be investigated. Being at
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the same time inside and outside the field means participating in the process of tradition
exploration with a mind to revolutionize, not in the sense of revolt, but revolving around
and beyond its boundaries.  One of the few addresses to Joyce’s modernism comes from
Laurence K. Emery, the same Irish commentator who associated Joyce with the Dadaists.6

What the critic labels as modernist are Joyce’s alleged effects of perspective distortion that
resemble Cubism. Distortions are compositional strategies of coincidental similarity, in
the case of Joyce, and not so much artistic affiliations to one trend or another. Experimenting
with various conceptual labels, Carola Giedion-Welcker herself abandons the project of
including Joyce in an aesthetic category, towards the end of a lengthy demonstration
of Joyce’s complete (in)adequacy to modern (because contemporary) prospects. After
thoroughly analysing Joyce’s fictional treatment of various tropes (wandering, tempo-
rality), characters, stylistic devices (fragmentarism), she advances the perspective of Joyce’s
connection to other fields of reference (psychology, physics, technology). Hence, the
interaction between different registers, which results in a dynamic prose that bears the
signs of multi-dimensional temporality:

(…) while the irrational world of fantasy is dominating, Joyce interfuses his poetic
work with an exact, technically mathematical framework, and X-rays his world with a
scientific coldness and sharpness. A synthesis of art and technique.7

Against this composite framework, Joyce’s modernism again stands out as both con-
tent and form, as both the transfiguration of a modern Ireland (with its metropolitan type-
writers, gramophones, advertisements and trams) and a modern perspective on it, since
it is mainly by the interpenetration of art and technology that the second effect is best
achieved:

Technology helps change not only the world but also the perception of the world. This is
partly why the image of the machine enters modernism together with problems of intel-
ligibility. (…) The dialectic of the new and the old has been exhausted, suspended in favor
of a now that continually reinvents itself.8

When Welcker concludes that “the last saving formula for Joyce has not been found,”9

she borders on Connor’s temporal translation of modernism as the future perfect tense
covering the possibilities of a hypothetical future (yet already past) project. That the future
temporal dimension is more suitable for assessing Joyce’s modernist fiction has also been
sustained by Colin MacCabe’s theory on Joyce’s later (ideal) audience, since “[m]odernism
has also often been understood to imply a later and ‘better’ audience, whose shortcom-
ings can be highlighted and corrected, one which would in time learn to read the
canonical artifact.”10

Joyce’s preclusive artistic dimension has been the reason for interpreting him at either
the border of various aesthetics or beyond them, transgressing and defying labels and
inclusive judgments; therefore, criticism has often been the space of canonic enthusiasms
on Joyce’s being our “contemporary,” a classic that precedes and predetermines future
audiences and their readings. A hearty foreshadowing of Joyce as both before and beyond
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(because ever “contemporary”) the present tense represents another stage in the critical
evaluation of modernism as extending beyond its conventional expiry date. It is the
task of these critics to oppose an understanding of Joyce as postmodernist, since mod-
ernism is comfortable enough to accommodate the writer’s work. Hence, the conclusion
that “there are many kinds of modernism”11 and that Joyce’s modernism should be dis-
cussed in its plurality as modernisms. There are two different views on the matter of the
justification of the proliferation of modernisms; there is the theory of the transvaluation
of all values12 as a logical continuation of the changing rhythms announced towards the
end of the 19th century in the arts and the canon. Then, there is the theory of a reactionary,
counter-ideological13 reading of modernism as itself setting against previous values. The
first has to do with an overall cultural overview of the context, while the second also
advances the socio-political factors. The first dwells on a whole symptomatology of mod-
ernism, not only by didactically pointing out its precursors, but also by diagnosing its
“state of mind” and tonality. As a precursor initiating the transvaluation of values, Nietzsche’s
name occupies the front page in the history of modernism, mainly since: “Joyce thought
of himself as a Nietzschean in 1904, when as ‘James Overman’ he was all for neopa-
ganism, licentiousness, and pitilessness.”14

Christopher Butler also summarizes the modernist traits that are philosophically
grounded in Nietzsche’s system and find a fruitful terrain in Joyce’s prose: “Its symptoms
were pragmatism, pluralism, and the most typical of modernist strategies, a skeptical
irony.”15 Besides Nietzschean nihilism and the stylistic use of scepticism, the uncertain-
ty principle also engages in the overall description of modernist characteristics. In doubt-
ing the reality he transposes, the writer unsettles the narrative of his fiction by constantly
interrogating its premises:

Uncertainty, or the tendency towards reconsideration and qualification, affects also the
logic of narrative explanation, to the point even of unsettling the prevailing generic
concept of fiction.16

Thus, the “semantic of modernism” will focus on a gradual distribution of the posi-
tions assumed by the individual consciousness to the world he observes, involving the
participatory filter of nihilism, skepticism and uncertainty:

The structure of the Modernist semantic universe can be visualized as consisting of sev-
eral concentric circles, of which the first one, closest to the centre, comprises the seman-
tic field of awareness or consciousness (…) The second circle encloses the semantic field
of detachment, accommodating such words as ‘departure,’ ‘depersonalisation’ (…).
The third circle contains the semantic field of observation or perception, having such words
as ‘observation,’ ‘perception,’ ‘view,’ ‘window.’17

It is mostly within the first and the second circle of distancing that we can read Maurice
Beebe’s identification of the four features distinguishing modernism, as a combination
of “formalism and aesthetic autonomy,” “detachment and noncommitment,” “the use
of myth” and “reflexivism.”18 All of these would be recycled in Richard Lehan’s inclu-
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sive definition of modernism and in its clear delimitation of symptoms from other sys-
tems; thus, he would bring together both the artist’s position to the reality described
(be it detached, ironic, skeptical or at times nostalgic), and his translation of it in art
forms:

Joyce more than any other novelist helped bring literary modernism into being. The turn
toward symbolic myth, cyclical history, primitive awareness, organic reality, and an
aesthetic sensibility resulted in a shared belief of what a literary text should include.
Inseparable from modernism were the twin beliefs in the power of human consciousness
(often defined in Bergsonian terms) to illuminate reality and to find in nature and nat-
ural process the meaning, symbolic and literal, that explains the nature of human
existence.19

As for the second counter-ideological theory of modernism, there is always a rhetorical
opposition between modernism and systems that can be read either aesthetically or socio-
politically. The second option envisages modernism as most visibly practised at the
level of a generational ‘gap’ or conflict, whereby the clash between the ‘old’ and the ‘new’
is brought to light again. Hence, the configuration of an “oppositional culture that
presented a counter-history for modernity.”20 Michael Levenson’s concluding remarks on
Joyce’s encompassing, encyclopaedic modernism invite at reconsidering Joyce’s devel-
opment of style and aesthetic as a parallel to the political picture of Europe at the time
and after the war.21 Levenson’s study has the merits of offering a report on the dynam-
ics between the various spheres of life and art and, mostly, of showing how different
aesthetics develop from within an opposition to each other. Aesthetic comparisons22

are often invoked when defining modernism by an “either…or” or simply “against”
rapport; modernism and/or realism, modernism and/or tradition, modernism and/or his-
tory, modernism and/or politics. Christopher Butler takes Joyce’s modernist scepticism
as a cause of his realist depiction of life in Dubliners with all its “scrupulous meanness”
and “attachment to fact.”23 In pointing the technical source of Joyce’s modernist exper-
imentalism, he opposes Joyce to the avant-garde,24 but is careful to attribute the writer
a sense of tradition: “He thus vastly extended the experimental repertoire available to the
novelist; and also, paradoxically enough, influenced the general movement of the nine-
teen twenties back towards a conservative neo-classicism.”25

At the level of narrative, modernism opposes realism in the unsettling effect that
“uncertainty” had on the linguistic structure in general. That is why there is a binary view
on realist narrative as comprising “an epic world, by means of a comprehensive, encir-
cling, and inclusive narrative,” and the modernist projection of a “less self-assured (…)
aware of the provisional hypothetical nature of his views” type of narrator.26

A more trenchant opposition is that between modernism and tradition, a binary
pair that conventionally translates in the opposition between “tradition” and the “mod-
ern.” Such a view is shared by Astradur Eysteinsson, who claims that “[m]odernism
signals a dialectical opposition to what is not functionally modern, namely tradition.”27

We have already seen that a clear separation and mutual isolation between the two would
be to deny culture its natural organic structure; therefore, such a claim could be con-
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tradicted by pointing to Joyce’s own modernism, one that is both experimental and
neo-classical, innovative and traditional. The threefold comparison of the modern/mod-
ernist/contemporary elements complicates the simply binary view on clearly cut oppo-
sitions. Joyce’s labelling as modernist stands between his contemporary and his modern
condition. If the “contemporary” is related to the temporal justification, the “modern”
element outlives the former’s limitations:

In the past hundred years we have had a special kind of literature. We call it modern and
distinguish it from the merely contemporary; for where the contemporary refers to time,
the modern refers to sensibility and style, and where the contemporary is a term of neu-
tral reference, the modern is a term of critical placement and judgment. Modernist
literature seems now to be coming to an end (…)28

Canonicity and the fidelity to the past (mythical or not) extract modern artists from
the confines of their presentness and project them in the larger, surviving sphere of
the modern. That is why “the Contemporary writer (…) is not very interested in
artistic innovation. He is positively involved with the world he lives in, is a serious com-
mentator on it and is inclined to activist and progressive social attitudes. (…) If Eliot
and Pound and Joyce and Lawrence offer clear, though sometimes conflicting, ver-
sions of the Modern, the Contemporary can be represented by Shaw and Wells and
Galsworthy and the Georgian poets.”29 The present-ness of modernism is yet another
means of abstraction from tradition, and in this, view an oppositional meaning of mod-
ernism is implied, mainly because:

(…) in view of a more radical and elementary meaning of modern, which, as a word,
derives from ‘hodie,’ meaning ‘these times,’ or more accurately, ‘recent times,’ here the
‘ism’ attached to ‘modern’ may represent the sense of a particular moment of history,
an instant defined by a sense of itself as separate, all in all of residence in a present
made intenser by virtue of its self-conscious difference from what went before.30

Aesthetic differences also account for the classic objection of modernist elitism to “lower,”
more popular art forms. A critique of modernist elitism stems from the conviction that
elitism cuts the ties to tradition, therefore isolating the text in a non-referential sphere.31

As a solution for overcoming the proliferation of this perspective, a plural conception on
modernism is again advanced: “(…) Marjorie Perloff has taken the final step in this process
by suggesting that we simply abandon the unitary notion of modernism in favor of an
irreducible variety of  “modernisms.”32 This view approaches Levinas’s critique of
modernist esthetics not in its elitism as such, but in its “academic” claims separating
art from life (and in the artist’s being “responsible only to the work of art.”33 There is
a similar insistence on the futility of isolating art work from a reality that it “disincar-
nates” in the form of an “image,” and, moreover, on the recuperative role of the reader
as an agent of humanist retribution of art, as: “[c]riticism (…) ‘integrates the inhuman
work of the artist back into the human world,’ bringing the reader back to the ‘true home-
land of the mind.’”34
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Opposing modernism to history seems to be the message of Stephen’s understand-
ing of it as a “nightmare,” a trope that Robert Spoo associates with a modernist desire
“to break through received textualizations of the past.”35 Yet, the Nietzschean reading
of history36 permeates Joyce’s work to a point when his fiction cannot be separated
from the trope; criticism generally accentuates Joyce’s “obsession” with the subject, espe-
cially in the passages referring to Stephen. It is, nonetheless, worth noting that while
Stephen repeatedly echoes the burden of history and tradition that he will not “serve,”
he also occasionally counteracts this vision by offering an equivalent perception of his-
tory as opening possibilities for the future:

His obsessive fear of the past is partly balanced, however, by a different strain of thought
about history. If past events limit the present and the future, they also, as acts of will,
liberate possibilities into the world of fact. Stephen ponders this dual aspect of history in
Aristotelian terms:
‘Had Pyrrhus not fallen by a bedlam’s hand in Argos or Julius Caesar not been

killed to death. They are not to be thought away. Time has branded them and fettered
they are lodged in the room of the infinite possibilities they have ousted. But can those
have been possible seeing that they never were? Or was that only possible which came to
pass? Weave, weaver of the wind!’37

It necessarily follows that the notions of history and tradition in the context of Irish
studies need further examination, especially on their organic mutability, with tradition
being placed alongside innovation, and with history38 facing its transvaluation in Nietzschean
fashion. Thus, “[t]he duality of the Irish experience emerges as a continuous negotia-
tion between ‘tradition’ that is in itself contradictory, given the various interpretations
of the past, and innovation, which is defined against the background of the historical
dimension.”39 Modernism is once again caught in the dual opposition of tradition and
modernity, the configuration of which incorporates the narratives of both past and
present, since:

‘Tradition’ itself being multi-vocal, the transition from tradition to modernism and moder-
nity is marked by a modernism that can be located in the very tradition it seeks to sub-
vert and re-interpret, developing two distinct, but simultaneously related narratives
projecting a third plane with a wholly new meaning (told by past and by present).40

With this in view, we can now understand what is implied by Joyce’s early readers’ instinc-
tual claim that the writer was “ahead” of them, and also by more recent critics, who,
following Richard Ellmann’s tradition, would add that “Joyce is always already ahead
of us, just as he was ahead of Pound, Eliot, Woolf, and Forster.”41 In Christine van
Boheemen’s definition of modernity by comparison and contrast to modernism, the for-
mer is an interrogation of the “problems and limits of representation”42 that historical-
ly spans from “Frankenstein to Finnegans Wake.” In opening discourse to plural means
of representation, Joyce shares in the many values of modernity, which, through the
“impulse to progress,” lead to more important consequences such as “pluralism and
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democracy.”43 Joyce’s Irish modernity, on the other hand, takes as its primary goal the
representation of the “historically specific lived experience of twentieth century culture
on the social, psychological and economic level”44 at both an individual level (“new styles
of self-presentation, new attitudes toward crowds and urban spaces, new definitions of
public and private spaces”) and an aesthetic translation of it—modernism.

q
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Abstract
Modernism, Tradition and Modernity in Irish Fiction: James Joyce

The present article rereads James Joyce’s modernism against the backdrop of the Irish transition
from tradition to modernity, thus pinpointing some of the difficulties in the critical discourse of
the first half of the 20th century to label Joyce’s fiction. Joyce’s modernism is an expression of
the limits of representation of an Irish modernity caught between the fidelity to tradition and
the need for innovation.
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